Lieber said he feels these figures, despite the increase in average salaries, lieber than Wharton was concerned by these numbers particularly as he feels that the number of interviews conducted was slightly down by about 150. He said more of the graduates received only one job offer last year than the 15 or 20 percent who receive a single offer in a typical year. He also feels that the student is not flexible, geographically may find economical disadvantages. “If the economic recovery begins to slow down, he said, “then a lot of our riders are out of line,” Keech said. “They are out of line, the administration feels this proposal is probably the way to go.”

By ROBERT SPEEL

The University Council Steering Committee is calling on the Trustees to set guidelines or guidelines in the assembly, and pass the UUA unanimously at its first discussion in the assembly, and pass the agenda to the Trustees. Hackney and Hackney, who directed the UA unanimously at its first meeting of the day last week, are considering the resolution as part of the committee’s agenda. By CECELIA CIACCIO

A Moral Issue

The Weekly has been focusing on the moral issue of the Jewish community in the United States. It has been focusing on the moral issue of the Jewish community in the United States. It has been focusing on the moral issue of the Jewish community in the United States. It has been focusing on the moral issue of the Jewish community in the United States. It has been focusing on the moral issue of the Jewish community in the United States.
Did You Order a New York Times Subscription Through Penn Student Agencies' Summer Mailing?

If your answer is "no", you can still order door-to-door delivery on campus through PSA!

If your answer is "yes", read on!

The Newspaper Division regrets that it overcharged several hundred of its New York Times customers, those who ordered

ONLY the following New York Times subscriptions are due refunds:

type of subscription  price paid  refund due
M-Sun  $68.30  $3.00
M-Sat  $37.50  $3.00
M-Fri  $32.00  $2.55

NOTE: Deadline for refund request is FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8th. Philadelphia Inquirer subscribers are not affected.

If you believe you are due a refund, call Penn Student Agencies (898-6815), or visit our office (310 Houston Hall).

FRIENDS AND LOVERS...
WANTED

FOR WORK STUDY AND PAY POSITIONS
IN PENNCRAS (Commonwealth Achievement Programs) office
FOR

(1) GRANT, COMMITTED COUNSELORS;
(2) TENDER, TALENTED TEACHERS; and
(3) ELIGIBLE, OUTSTANDING OFFICERS.

Graduate and undergraduate positions available immediately. Great pay!

Call or visit: "Youthful" Vyette
First Floor
3537 Locust Walk
898-8565, 3185

Jews Overzealous for Lebanese War

Jews Agonize Over Lebanese War

CICHTED FROM PAGE 1

The following should be submitted to 112 Logan Hall:

FRESHMEN AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

The University professors will lecture the University's Dutch Studies Program "one of the best kept secrets at Penn."

The program sponsors a lecture series every semester, at which students have the opportunity to hear University professors who are experts on the Dutch language and culture, Reichenbach said.

She added that English is the only language used in the program since most of the students in the Dutch Studies Program do not have a background in the Dutch language.

The program is open to students from all classes, but freshmen and sophomores are encouraged to take the course.

The program is open to students from all classes, but freshmen and sophomores are encouraged to take the course.
"Older" Students Find Fulfillment in Education

By PAULINE CARAS

When Nancy Lach walks into her classes other students often mistake her for the professor.

"They think I am a faculty member," said Lach. "When I come in and sit down with them, I look like a professor."

Unlike other "older" students at the University of Pennsylvania, who wear jeans and T-shirts, Lach wears a suit. She is the director of the Graduate Fund at the university.

Lach was born in 1940, and has worked for a Buick dealer in the country. "When I did my kids' homework, it was so much easier," Lach said.

She plans to retire in 1990, when she will be 50. She has been married 29 years and has two sons who helped push him into college, one of whom is a certified public accountant and the other is a sales manager at a Kodak Film distributor.

"I like the idea of leaving something behind in some way," Burton said. "I want to counsel, I think I have a natural talent for it," she said. "My goal is to be a mini-Kodachrome with expertise in Central America," she said, laughing. "I think she is treated as an equal, but she helps a lot." She feels the professors are fair.

"I know my husband, a certified public accountant, thinks that what I do is great," said Lach. "You have this insight." Lach has noticed that the younger students are not as appreciative of the older students.

"The problem I found hard to accept," she said. "Was it work or was it leisure?"


teacher expression. She feels she helps a lot.

"The problem is that the students can meet through correspondence courses in El Salvador, but she had some experience with them.

"The problem is that I have to do a lot of work and study, every hour on the hour," Lach said.

"I do not miss working in TV," she said. "But I do miss working in TV."

"I came to complete what my brother probably couldn't complete," Burton said. "I had the opportunity to go to college, and I think it is really important to take advantage of it."

"I feel like one of the crowd," she said. "I don't feel I am on the outside. I don't feel I am on the outside." She has been divorced for 11 years and raised two boys in her 20s.

"I feel that the professors are fair. They think I was a faculty member," Lach said.

"I was divorced in 1979, and I am trying to make a career for myself," she said. "I came to complete what my brother probably couldn't complete." She had taken some correspondence courses in El Salvador, where she was divorced in 1979, and has some experience with correspondence courses in El Salvador.

"They think she is treated as an equal, but she helps a lot." She feels the professors are fair.

"The problem I found hard to accept," she said. "Was it work or was it leisure?"

"My goal is to be a mini-Kodachrome with expertise in Central America," she said, laughing. "I think she is treated as an equal, but she helps a lot." She feels the professors are fair.

"The problem I found hard to accept," she said. "Was it work or was it leisure?"

"I do not miss working in TV," she said. "But I do miss working in TV."

"I came to complete what my brother probably couldn't complete," Burton said. "I had the opportunity to go to college, and I think it is really important to take advantage of it."

"I feel like one of the crowd," she said. "I don't feel I am on the outside. I don't feel I am on the outside." She has been divorced for 11 years and raised two boys in her 20s.

"I feel that the professors are fair. They think I was a faculty member," Lach said.
SPUP, Up and Away

For over a year, students and faculty are in the School of Public and Urban Policy have been led to believe that their school would be reorganized and expanded. On Thursday, they were told it would be closed.

President Sheldon Hackney and Provost Thomas Charles discussed with students and弟弟 informed student about final decision. Their comments starkly illustrated the difficulty in providing a justification for a merger with the Depart-

Within formal statements, there is no way to explain why they are closing a school rather than to expand it, as the state of Penn has. It is a particularly interesting point to me, which is not mentioned by the school.

Women workers over the summer, and that learning at the National Organization for Women's legislative in-

The editors are students and faculty at the University of Pennsylvania. Their opinions are not necessarily shared by everyone on the Daily Pennsylvanian staff.
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Annenberg Adds Audio System

By ELLESCHOF

A new audio system in the An-
nenberg Center's Kehr Hall will help the hearing impaired to hear performance sound signals more clearly.

The system is accomplished without wires or equipment, instead, a master unattached of lightweight earphones is transmitted by received infrared light. In addi-
tion, the system is a special infrared light listening system to a hearing aid.

The installation of the system, made possible by grants from the George and Maxine Wernick Foundation, Inc. for the University's Performing Arts Center, is also perfect for the visually impaired. Richard Coon of the William Penn Foundation said, "It is very exciting to see such modern technology is now able to make the stage and drama experiences available to our large group of the visually impaired that is hearing impaired."

The new audio system is a benefit for the National Theatre for the Deaf, an organization which installed the system, developed by Sound Associates.

"Magic eye" processes sound signals clearly and intelligibly, made possible by lightweight earphones attached to a lightweight infrared infrared system. Through lightweight individually con-

Learning To Cope

Workshop Will Discuss Stress

By WALTER MULLIN

A stress workshop will be presented in the Quadrangle to familiarize students with available counseling at the University for anxiety.

Annenberg Adds Audio System

"Gamesman's guide to the top"...five dollar education may supplant Harvard MBA...

The weekly workshop in Learning To Cope will present a program for the people who are stressed in their personal or academic lives.

"Gamesman's guide to the top"...five dollar education may supplant Harvard MBA..."Gamesman's guide to the top"...five dollar education may supplant Harvard MBA...

The new program will be presented in the Quadrangle to familiarize students with available counseling at the University for anxiety.

While Miller's program, which is also perfect for the visually impaired, will be presented in the Quadrangle to familiarize students with available counseling at the University for anxiety.

While Miller's program, which is also perfect for the visually impaired, will be presented in the Quadrangle to familiarize students with available counseling at the University for anxiety.
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**Undeniable Success**

**Greek Week Festivities Rock to Finish**

"I think it was an undeniable success," said R. A. Koch, President of the Council of Fraternity and Sorority Organizations.

"We expanded a lot on last year, and anticipated having a real great time," he said. "The enthusiasm among them was overwhelming, and we're looking forward to next year's event."
Quakers erupted for these points, ed at halftime. If you were wandering about the team that was lining practice three days before the game, you were wandering for the Quakers for eight points. And, of course, the Quaker defense was good, and Mike (Christian!) played an excellent game at defensive end. We're the varsity team, a time when he still felt he could not be attributed to the defense. That's an average of 3.5

It is unbelievable. In control and with any luck, the defense keeps playing the same way. We're the Quaker Express will keep on flying.

I'm lockeroom. "Emotional!) kick. The ball went ten inches —

And nobody is about to call a doctor. We're the Quaker Express will keep on flying. Tomorrow's it's back to waiting in the hands of top safety ROSS.

Number 95

"WE'RE COURTING

To man the

A world 267.10:00 am

Calling Me.

The swimming teams, Bradley admitted. "We were the new team, the Quakers. We were a lot of them, and they


doing three, must have over

"We're a football team," Bradley admitted. "We played each other. I can't explain what it was like not to be able to


And the defense did Saturday was so dominating the Longhorns offense long enough for the Quaker offense to get traction. That mean blocking for John to get a hold in the back field, where


And, according to Bradley, one of the Longhorns two last gasp touchdowns could not be attributed to the defense. "It could be just as bad on third downs, because they should have put the ball in the air," Bradley said. "Very few times, we're the Quaker Express will keep on flying. Tomorrow's it's back to waiting in the hands of top safety ROSS.

by co-captain Julia on an assist by co-captain Julia
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**The Defense Rests After Week Two**

The Penn football team successfully had a scheduled off week on Saturday. The Intimidators were once again put on the back burner. The defense, however, was not left without work.

Instead Coach Jerry Bondi continued NASA for the team during the week. The defense worked hard on the Grids to prepare for Week Three. The Grids are alright. Who's next?

---

**Victory With Late Tally**

"The defense was outstanding. We were not allowing them to get much of a rhythm going. We were hitting them on the first and second downs. They were running the ball to the outside which was our weak spot in the past. We held them to one yard on first down and zero yards on second. We also got a sack. The defense was tremendous. It's nice to see them get their confidence back. It's nice to see them get their heads back in the game," said Coach Bondi.

---

**Number 95: Making a Name for Himself**

Kevin Bradley makes one of his team-leading 13 unassisted tackles against Lehigh. (Photo by D. Belsky)

---

**Booters Edge St. Joseph’s, 1-0**

Becker Scores Lone Goal on Penalty Shot

So Lehigh got the ball back again. The next time the Pennsylvania Quakers visited the team, they needed to give their best to shutout the Lehighs. The Quakers did so and let Lehigh know that they would not give up without a fight. The Quakers held.

---

**Bootsmen Win First**

Victory With Late Tally

The Penn field hockey team defeated Rutgers 3-2 to win its first win of the 1982 season.

---

**Stickwomen Gain First Victory With Late Tally**

Even the most optimistic partisans of the Penn field hockey team were undoubtedly resigning themselves to the inevitable return of a carg of Rutgers on Saturday. When the scoreboard clock ticked under a minute, it looked like Penn could be defeated by Rutgers. It was the first win of the season for the Quakers.

Nevertheless, the fact of the matter remains that when Fredo Delaney and Kevin Kinney met their first goal of the season, they were able to carry the ball down the field and score the first goal. The Quakers’ 3-2 victory over the Scarlet Knights was the result of a well-played game.

"We were not allowed to rest on our laurels," said Coach Fredo Delaney. "We were allowed to work hard to win the game. We put the ball on the field and scored the two goals needed to win. We played hard and we scored the goals we needed to win. The defense was outstanding. We were not allowing them to get much of a rhythm going. We were hitting them on the first and second downs. They were running the ball to the outside which was our weak spot in the past. We held them to one yard on first down and zero yards on second. We also got a sack. The defense was tremendous. It's nice to see them get their confidence back. It's nice to see them get their heads back in the game," said Coach Bondi.